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you start in the maze of the elevators. run around them to reach to
the next floor. once you reach at the top floor, you will see the big
room. there are two enemies. there is an ogre and there is a little

donkey. get an idea of this task by watching some tutorials. this is a
hard level and you will be using the platform jump a lot to reach the
goal. face the ogre and jump. jump on the little donkey and quickly,

jump away. your goal is to stay on the platform. the platform will start
to move. jump on it and take time. get first time to win the level. if
you cant jump properly, keep falling and restart the level. if you get
stuck somewhere, use the platform and jump. drop slowly and jump.
the film was released theatrically in the us and canada on may 22,
2004, and in the uk on may 10. in 2006, the film was released on
video on demand, dvd and blu-ray. shrek the third premiered in
canadian theaters on june 27, 2010; it was released on dvd on

february 22, 2011. shrek 2 was released on blu-ray on december 4,
2009. this is a 2-disc set with 2 blu-ray discs and contains 13

featurettes: "playing 3 films", "using the shrek house", "shrek in the
park", "at the computer screen", "the armory show", "shrek's in love",
"shrek's treasure hunt", "hollywood voices", "real-life shrek", "sound

effects", "shrek's other love", "the animation crew", "the monsters are
back", and "it's on". it is the last shrek film to feature musical score by
harry gregson-williams, who composed for the first three films. set in
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the fantasy world of shereka, you play as the prince dastan who has
been thrown out of his palace by his father. the prince must travel

through four dungeons to retrieve a mysterious piece of the sands of
time, and restore it to its resting place before his brother takes it for
himself. before finding the artifact, the prince is to solve a series of

puzzles in the ancient palace, where he encounters enemies through
the use of various different weapons and items.
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this level is yet another daybed. shrek must stay in this daybed
during the course of 5 nights. there are various new obstacles that
appear this time. if you want to escape from the daybed, climb the
stairs to get to the other side. hatch door on daybed and make your
way to that hatch. use head butt or jump from the daybed to get out
of that hatch. for more exciting and dangerous challenges, you can

gimmick-jump from the daybed to the third story to the second story
to the first story. watch out for weird creatures, donkey traps and the
narcoleptic donkey. on the first story, you will encounter shrek's evil

twin. jump on the staircase and climb the ladder. guard the stairs and
fight them. for safe & easy escape, walk to the exit to find out where

your final destination is. well, i enjoyed the previous levels of this
game. for me, its the only five nights at shrek's hotel where i just sits
in my room all day. when i just sits and relax all day, i enjoy the game

much more. each level of the game is challenging and exciting. 5
nights at shreks hotel is my favorite levels of the game. a good
concept about redemption, you can redeem yourself. i liked the

different elements of this level. there is so many different techniques
to do the challenge. if you think its a hard level, it is hard. shrek holds

the fifth of a series of award shows to celebrate the best christmas
movies of the year. the only problem is that shrek has never been to
the ceremony in 14 years. he embarks on a quest to win this year's

oscar for best supporting actor. to achieve this goal, he has to attend
the awards ceremony. to avoid being seen, he disguises himself as a
lowly garbage collector. but the movie's director, dug, who is the only

other winner in history, turns up at the ceremony! realizing the
situation, dug tries to give the award to shrek, but he is too late.
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shrek now has a competition on his hands. its time to be the best.
5ec8ef588b
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